Getting Started with Information Technology at UB:

After You Arrive

Once you’re on campus, learn how to connect to UB’s network, use UB software in and away from computing sites, and print assignments and papers.

☐ Connect to UB’s Network
Learn about the different ways to connect to the Internet at UB.
buffalo.edu/ubit/service-guides/getting-started-at-ub/after-you-arrive/connect.html

☐ Locate Computers and Printers
Forgot your laptop or tablet, or need to charge them while working? Use UB computing sites to stay connected and print assignments.
buffalo.edu/ubit/service-guides/getting-started-at-ub/after-you-arrive/locate-computers-and-print.html

☐ Access Software Virtually
Use all the UB software you need without leaving your home or residence hall.
buffalo.edu/ubit/service-guides/getting-started-at-ub/after-you-arrive/access-software-virtually.html

☐ Get Help
Need assistance using or connecting to UBIT services? We’re here to help.
buffalo.edu/ubit/service-guides/getting-started-at-ub/after-you-arrive/get-help.html